MAKING YOUR DREAMS A REALITY

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
WSS300 Full Exhaust Systems
EXPS-0111 and EXPS-0112

Fitting Instructions
EXPS-0111 AND EXPS-0112
1)

Remove the standard lower cowling, front inner cowl and associated stays. The TYGA

pipe uses a bespoke lower cowling and stays so the standard parts are no longer required.

2) Remove the left-hand side middle cowling, as access to the coolant hoses on the left
side of the engine is needed.

3)

Remove the complete standard exhaust system. Note that it is best to unplug the

Lambda sensor (green connector), and also loosen the Lambda sensor prior to loosening
the manifold clamp at the header/cylinder head interface, as this is a tight fit and easier to
do it first than try to do it once the header is removed.

4)

Drain the coolant from the cooling system by removing the drain plug just below the
water pump housing. Once fully drained, replace the drain plug and tighten.

5)

Loosen the coolant hose clamps in three position. Top left of radiator, left rear of cylin-

der head and lower “T-Joint” near the water pump. Remove the coolant hoses complete
together with the thermostat housing and bypass hose. We will not be using a Thermostat
or bypass hose with the TYGA pipe.

NEW TYGA hoses provided

KTM

TPER-0066

Water Hoses
NOT to be
reused
BPSY-0240

6)

Fit TYGA hose between the cylinder head and top left radiator joint. Then fit the by-

pass blanking hose at the “T-Joint”. Secure the hoses in position using the hose clamps
provided.

7)

Refill the coolant as explained in the KTM owners manual.

Now that the coolant hoses are in place and secure, we can move on to fitting
the TYGA exhaust system.

8)

Fit the pipe manifold, manifold clamp and two springs to the exhaust port. Tighten
the bolts.

EXMN-0015

EXMC-0015

EXSG-0002

9)

Pre Fit the disconnected Lambda sensor into the header pipe. It does not need to

be super tight at this stage. We recommend using some anti-seize compound on the
threads of the Lambda sensor prior to fitting, but take care to use only on the
threads and not on the head of the sensor or false readings and possible damage to
the sensor can occur.

10)

Slide header ( EXPT-0077) into manifold and secure with the springs (Use Hi-Temp
RTV).

EXPT-0077

11)

Fit the M6 clip to the frame stay. The old model and new model RC390s have differ-

ent stay position for securing the pipe, but both use the M6 clip. The RC390 shown is the
2015 “old model”.

12)

**Old Model Only** Fit stay EXMS-020 to the M6 clip as shown. Note that the stay

has an “IN” stamp. Refer to the pictures for correct fitting. Do not tighten fully at this stage
as some adjustment may be necessary. The later models do not require this additional stay
as the pipe will bolt directly to the standard position.

EXMS-0020

13)

Fit the final section of the exhaust system. Please take care during fitting that the pri-

mary silencer body does not bash against the swing arm as there is not much room to
manoeuver. Slide the final section onto the header and secure with the springs. (Use HiTemp RTV).

14)

Secure the final section to the frame stay. (2015 model shown in pictures).

15)

Fit the 10mm bush between the lower stay on the frame and the exhaust mount,
and fit the M6 bolt finger tight.

16)

17)

Fit silencer to the final section and secure with springs. (Use Hi-Temp RTV)

Fit the carbon silencer guard as shown. Note that the main silencer mounting bolt

uses a 5mm aluminium spacer on the inside between the rubber mount and the frame
boss. It is designed to use this spacer, but can be adjusted if necessary, as the user see fit.
But please note that this bolt also secures the silencer guard, so the orientation of the
guard is also affected by these adjustments.

18)

Check through the basic fit of the pipe. The header pipe and the start of the final sec-

tion should run along the center of the engine. This is important for pipe/lower cowl clearance. Once satisfied that everything is in place, go back and tighten the frame stays and
final section bolts securely.

19)

Fully tighten the Lambda sensor in the header pipe, and reconnect the Lambda sensor to the main harness.

20)
21)

Refit the left-hand side middle cowling.

Fit TYGA lower cowl (See separate fitting instructions).

22)

All done!!

When first turning the bike on and hitting the run switch, there should be no errors shown
on the dash. If an error occurs then it may well be related to the Lambda sensor, so check
that this is correctly fitted.
Just in case you do get an error as the Lambda sensor was not connected, then you may
well still have the error during first start up as the ECU needs to confirm or reject this error
once the engine is running. If all is good then the error should disappear within about the
first thirty seconds of idling, so don’t despair!
We recommend giving the RTV used to seal the joints a couple of hours to cure, so please
be patient to ensure that there are no leaks.
So once the RTV has cured, you’re ready to start the engine. Once the engine is warm,
check coolant levels and top up if necessary. Check for leaks at the pipe joints. If all is good
then you’re “Ready To Race!”

Note that the silencer is delivered complete with the Decibel Killer installed. We advise the
use of the Decibel Killer to avoid unnecessary arguments with the neighbours on Sunday
mornings.

To remove the decibel killer, first remove the silencer, and then remove the M5 retaining
bolt on the bottom side (access through the hole in the carbon end cap). The decibel killer
can now be removed from the entry (slip on) side of the silencer.

EXDK-0006

